NON-RESIDENCY (PROOF)
Submitted by Arlene Cervantes, Riverside
November 17, 2011

Can you please tell me if you require jurors to provide proof of non-residency if the juror phones in this
information, faxes, e-mails, appear at your front counter or mark the area on the summons indicating they are not
a resident of the county?

Esperanza Esparza

Del Norte County does not require proof of non-residency. When they return the jury
summons marked non-resident they also sign their name under penalty of perjury. If we
take their non-residency by telephone we also do not require proof.
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Alison Blackwell

San Diego does not require proof. We ask that the juror provide the County and State of
which they are a resident. All excuses must be requested in writing.
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Debbie Cravea

In Napa, we require a physical paper back (by summons or by email) stating that they are
not a resident and signed under penalty of perjury, as we share information of a nonresident, non-citizen and deceased disqualification status with the Voters office.
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The Voters office then will disqualify those who are no longer eligible after sending a
verification letter. If they respond to the letter and state otherwise, I am informed and then I
will remove the disqualification and re-summon them.
We do not accept any disqualifications over the phone.
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Sherry Spears

Fresno does not require proof of non-residency but we do need it in writing and include an
area on the summons to write in their new address. The only exception to this would be if
the juror completed the request to be excused but it was mailed in Fresno County, then we
would ask for more information. It’s amazing how many people live in a city within Fresno
County but because they don’t live within the city of Fresno, think they are a non-resident!
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Morgann Halencak

Mariposa is the same as Del Norte, however all excuses must be in writing.
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Edwina Harper

Yolo County all requests must be provided in writing. They must provide us with their new
out of county address. If they are out of county because they are going to school, we will
excuse them to their semester break or to the summer depending on their circumstances. If
they are out of county due to their job, their employer needs to provide us with a letter
confirming that they are living out of county due to their job and the length of the
assignment. We will excuse the juror for a maximum of one year. If the assignment is longer
we need a new letter. We remind all that they must contact the DMV and the ROV to update
their address information in order to be permanently removed from our database.
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Deb Preston

Marin, jurors can disqualify themselves either by signing or returning the summons, going to
our website or using the automated telephone system. The summons and both systems
advise they are doing so under penalty of perjury. If a juror phones and we can verify in
DMV that he/she is now residing elsewhere, we will service-end them and do not require
further action on their part.
If they have not changed their address in DMV/ROV we advise them to do so.
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Patty Baker - Georgia

Yes, proof is required and they are required to sign and notarize an affidavit.

